UNIVERSAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR
SPOILERS
SELF ADHERING INSTALLATION (NO DRILLING REQUIRED)
Hardware Kit (Supplied on each piece of spoiler)
Drilling Locators, Screws, Washers

Tools / Materials Required:Felt tip pen, cleaning alcohol, masking tape & ruler

1. Clean the surface area where the spoiler is to be installed with alcohol or mild degreaser. (See FIG 1)
2. Test fit the spoiler and mark the position.
3. Peel off and fold outside the tape backing about 2" from the end at various points. (See FIG 2)
Avoid touching the exposed tape.
4. Peel the tape backing in slow pulling action while holding the spoiler in place. (See FIG 3)
5. Gently press the spoiler into place onto the deck lid, hatch or rear glass. (See FIG 4)
*Adhesive silicones or promoters are often used in conjuction with the provided double sided tape for
better adhesion.
FIG 1

FIG 3
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FIG 4

*Spoiler with LED light : Test the LED before installation. Use a 12V battery, touch the wires to + and - terminals.
If the LED does not light up, reverse the wires (reversing the wires will not harm the LED)
*Painting of primer spoiler : Test fit the spoiler before painting. This spoiler is finished with 2K primer, wet sand
the spoiler with fine sand paper. Allow the spoiler to dry 100% before spraying top coat & clear coat.
*This spoiler should never be used to open or close the deck lid.
*Do not wash the vehicle for 24 hours after installation.
*For the best results, installation should be conducted in temperatures above 72 F.
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DRILL MOUNT INSTALLATION
Hardware Kit
(Supplied on each piece of spoiler)
Drilling Locators, Screws, Washers,
Pedestal Gaskets etc.

Tools / Materials Required:Drill, 1/8 & 9/32" drill bits, center punch, phillip head screw
driver, small round file, 12V battery, masking tape, touch up
paint or inhibiting primer, felt tip pen, electrical tape (for
spoiler with LED) & cleaning alcohol or grease remover

1. Remove the trunk liner. (See FIG 5)
2. Close the deck lid & place the spoiler on the most ideal position, a ruler will help to obtain a good
alignment. Mark the position of the spoiler.
3. Peel the paper tape backing of the locators & attach them to the centers of all mounting points.
(See FIG 6)
4. Set the spoiler in the marked position. Secure the locators to the deck lid using masking tape.
Carefully lift the spoiler up, leaving the locators attached to the deck lid. (See FIG 7)
5. Mark the centers of all holes to be drilled using the center punch.
6. Use 1/8" drill bit to make pilot holes & enlarge all holes using 9/32" drill bit. (See FIG 8)
7. After deburring all holes, apply touch up paint to make them rust proof.
8. Attach the pedestal gaskets (if any) or peel the tape backing while holding the spoiler in place.
Tighten all screws lightly & press the spoiler gently onto the deck lid.
9. Tighten all screws firmly. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN.
FIG 5
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FIG 9
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